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Getting the books Hot Ice Hostile Operations Team 7 Lynn Raye Harris now is not type of inspiring means. You could not abandoned going gone book heap or library or borrowing from your
links to approach them. This is an extremely easy means to specifically acquire lead by on-line. This online statement Hot Ice Hostile Operations Team 7 Lynn Raye Harris can be one of the
options to accompany you subsequently having further time.

It will not waste your time. believe me, the e-book will entirely atmosphere you supplementary issue to read. Just invest little time to way in this on-line proclamation Hot Ice Hostile Operations
Team 7 Lynn Raye Harris as with ease as review them wherever you are now.

Black Knight: A Black's Bandits Novel (Book 4) H.O.T. Publishing, LLC
Shy Cassie Dixon was never the girl most likely to succeed. Then she moved to the big
city, landed a job she’s good at, and started her own YouTube channel for plus-sized
girls like her. When her channel attracts unwanted attention, the threats quickly turn
personal—and vicious. But nobody takes the danger seriously. Not even the police. BDI
operative Tyler Scott agrees to check on Cassie when his favorite cousin insists her
bestie’s in danger. The decorated former Marine doesn’t remember Cassie from high
school, but one look into her pretty green eyes and he’s got a feeling he’s hooked.
Before he can fight for her heart, he’ll have to fight for her life—and his. Because
someone wants Cassie dead. And they’ve got a foolproof plan to make it happen.
**Start reading the Black’s Bandits Series today and enjoy an action-packed, seriously
romantic and steamy-good-fun military romantic suspense. Each book can be read as a
standalone. No cliffhangers or cheating and a guaranteed happily-ever-after ending!
Carrying the Sheikh's Heir H.O.T. Publishing, LLC
She'd meant to have a baby for her sister, but an IVF clinic mix-up means party planner Sheridan
Sloane is now carrying the heir of Rashid al-Hassan, the desert king of Kyr!
HOT SEAL Lover (HOT SEAL Team - Book 2) H.O.T. Publishing, LLC
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER � From the author of The Martian, a lone astronaut must save the earth from
disaster in this “propulsive” (Entertainment Weekly), cinematic thriller full of suspense, humor, and fascinating
science—in development as a major motion picture starring Ryan Gosling. HUGO AWARD FINALIST � ONE OF
THE YEAR’S BEST BOOKS: Bill Gates, GatesNotes, New York Public Library, Parade, Newsweek, Polygon, Shelf
Awareness, She Reads, Kirkus Reviews, Library Journal � “An epic story of redemption, discovery and cool
speculative sci-fi.”—USA Today “If you loved The Martian, you’ll go crazy for Weir’s latest.”—The
Washington Post Ryland Grace is the sole survivor on a desperate, last-chance mission—and if he fails, humanity and
the earth itself will perish. Except that right now, he doesn’t know that. He can’t even remember his own name, let
alone the nature of his assignment or how to complete it. All he knows is that he’s been asleep for a very, very long
time. And he’s just been awakened to find himself millions of miles from home, with nothing but two corpses for
company. His crewmates dead, his memories fuzzily returning, Ryland realizes that an impossible task now confronts
him. Hurtling through space on this tiny ship, it’s up to him to puzzle out an impossible scientific mystery—and
conquer an extinction-level threat to our species. And with the clock ticking down and the nearest human being light-
years away, he’s got to do it all alone. Or does he? An irresistible interstellar adventure as only Andy Weir could
deliver, Project Hail Mary is a tale of discovery, speculation, and survival to rival The Martian—while taking us to
places it never dreamed of going.

Prince Voronov's Virgin (Mills & Boon Modern) H.O.T. Publishing, LLC
Sometimes you have to fight for what you want. Or risk losing everything you love…
For elite Strike Team 2 soldier Noah Cross, everything is easy. Hell, that’s his call
sign. Easy. But when he inherits a two-year-old baby girl, nothing is easy anymore.
He can’t care for a toddler while going on dangerous missions to protect his country
- and quitting isn’t an option for a man who lives and breathes the military. What
Easy needs is a nanny. And he knows just who to ask. Jenna Lane’s luck is running
out. She witnessed something she shouldn’t, and she’s been running since. She
keeps moving, keeps working odd jobs and trying to survive. After she’s fired from
her current job, her situation is desperate. Until the man she’s secretly drawn to
offers her a lifeline. She can’t say no, even if saying yes puts him and his little girl at
risk. But as the feelings between them grow, Jenna knows she needs the courage to
tell Noah the truth. Before a killer strikes again…. **Start reading the Hostile
Operations Team Series - Strike Team 2 today and enjoy an action-packed, seriously
romantic and steamy-good-fun military romantic suspense. Each book can be read as
a standalone. No cliffhangers or cheating and a guaranteed happily-ever-after ending!
HOT Justice H.O.T. Publishing, LLC
DO YOU LIKE YOUR ROMANCE WITH A SIDE OF DANGER? Then check out these
12 riveting books from bestselling authors! This limited-time holiday
boxed set is a MUST click if you love military romantic suspense with
sexy alpha heroes. Plus, includes a recipe from each author!
"?????Might go down as one of the most unique romance novels I've ever
read. " ~ Romantically Inclined Reviews on NEVER LET GO "a truly
unique storyline! ...you won’t be able to put down until the end, and
then you’ll want to cry because it’s not longer! ?????" ~ Susan1
Reviews on MONTANA GUARDIAN "Between the way this book tugged at my
heart, and the way it made my pulse pound with anticipation - it's a
wonder I'm not walking away from this fantastic read with actual
bruises! ?????" ~ Bookgasms Book Blog on CYCLONE Authors' Note: RECIPE
FOR DANGER is a limited time boxed set for the holiday season. It is a
gift to our readers and a way to introduce you to new series to love!
TWELVE BOOKS INCLUDE: HOT & Bothered by Lynn Raye Harris Déjà Vu by
Cristin Harber Never Let Go by Cynthia Eden Miami, Mistletoe &
Murderby Katie Reus Cyclone by Janie Crouch Hot Billionaire for
Hire by Cat Johnson Fractured Honor by Kaylea Cross Serial Love by
Maryann Jordan Soldier’s Duty by Elle James Montana Guardian by Kris
Michaels Breaking His Code by Patricia D. Eddy Declan by Caitlyn
O’Leary Plus, a recipe from each author!

HOT Pursuit H.O.T. Publishing, LLC
Bailey Jones doesn’t know jack about babies, but she knows how
much it sucks to have a deadbeat father. So when her sister drops
off her newborn baby and then disappears, Bailey is ready and
willing to confront anyone, including a six-foot-two, sexier-than-
sin Navy SEAL sniper, and make him do his duty. Alexei “Camel”

Kamarov is not the sort of man to carelessly father a kid, but as
the oldest of six, he does know a thing or two about babies. The
firebrand on his doorstep might have mistakenly tagged him as the
baby daddy, but Bailey is cute, and Alexei is more than willing
to give her a hands-on class in Baby 101. When a ruthless
criminal comes looking for the missing sister—putting Bailey and
the baby in danger—the situation escalates. Bringing them under
his roof and enlisting his HOT teammates to help find Bailey’s
sister are easy. But as Alexei and Bailey draw closer, passions
erupt and feelings tangle. That’s nothing compared to the danger
lurking in the shadows—and the test that awaits them both. Bailey
will need to give everything she’s got to redeem Alexei’s faith
in love. And he’ll have to move heaven and earth to save
her—before someone takes her away from him for good…
Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms H.O.T.
Publishing, LLC
When Olivia Reese uncovers evidence of a lethal conspiracy against the
military, her life changes in an instant. On the run, hunted, there’s only
one place she can go. Only one man who can save her. Elite soldier Billy
Blake is spending Christmas alone—until the woman he once loved crashes
onto his doorstep and begs for his help. As the snow piles up outside,
Billy works hard to uncover the truth—and to resist his desire for Olivia.
But a dangerous enemy watches, waiting for his chance to strike. When he
does, this might be the last Christmas Billy and Olivia ever share… **Start
reading the Hostile Operations Team Series - Strike Team 1 today and enjoy
an action-packed, seriously romantic and steamy-good-fun military romantic
suspense. Each book can be read as a standalone. No cliffhangers or
cheating and a guaranteed happily-ever-after ending! KEYWORDS: Military
romance, Navy SEAL romance, romantic suspense, alpha male romance, action
romance, romance suspense, reunion romance, Christmas romance, protector
romance, bodyguard romance, redemption, woman in peril
HOT SEAL Redemption (HOT SEAL Team - Book 5) Harlequin / SB Creative
Colonel John “Viper” Mendez is having a bad day. Accused of using HOT to
assassinate a foreign official, he’s gone from respected military commander
to fugitive in the space of an hour. On the run, hunted, and stripped of
his honor, Mendez vows to uncover the truth. Russian spy Ekaterina “Kat”
Kasharin is a carbon copy of the woman Mendez loved and lost twenty years
ago. Kat claims to be her twin - but Valentina never mentioned a twin.
Though Mendez doesn’t trust the deadly beauty, she’s the only one willing
to help clear his name. Working together is strictly business - until the
attraction between them reaches the boiling point. When long-buried secrets
finally emerge, the fallout will shatter everything Mendez believes in. But
when danger stalks closer than ever, he’ll have to make a choice. Forgive
the mistakes of the past. Or watch history repeat itself… **Start reading
the Hostile Operations Team Series - Strike Team 1 today and enjoy an
action-packed, seriously romantic and steamy-good-fun military romantic
suspense. Each book can be read as a standalone. No cliffhangers or
cheating and a guaranteed happily-ever-after ending! KEYWORDS: Military
romance, Navy SEAL romance, romantic suspense, alpha hero, action romance,
romance suspense, protector romance, on the road, redemption, forbidden
love, secret baby, disguise, enemies to lovers, accidental pregnancy,
reunion, tortured hero, tortured heroine, mistaken identity, office
romance, revenge, secrets
HOT Rebel HOT Ice
She’s searching for justice. He’s searching for peace. What they need is
each other. They just don’t know it yet… Dean “Wolf” Garner is the kind of
guy who loves hard and leaves fast. From the moment he rescues reporter
Haylee Jamison in the Guatemalan jungle, he can’t stop thinking about the
dark-haired beauty. His life is too complicated for romantic entanglements
though—and not even a woman like Haylee can convince him otherwise. Haylee
wasn’t supposed to be in the drug cartel’s compound, but she was captured
while on a mission of her own: find the trail of fake opioids entering the
US and halt the operation. Back home in DC, Haylee can’t stop thinking
about the gorgeous military operative who rocked her world for one steamy
night before leaving. But when she uncovers a conspiracy and finds herself
in danger, there’s only one man she trusts to keep her safe. It’s easy for
Wolf to risk his life to protect Haylee and give her the justice she
desires. The hard part is taking a chance and admitting what’s in his heart
before it’s too late. Before he loses the best thing that’s ever happened
to him. “Lynn Raye Harris is the undisputed Queen of Military Romance
because her Hostile Operations Team series just keeps getting better and
better.” ~ Diane B. **Start reading the Hostile Operations Team Series -
Strike Team 2 today and enjoy an action-packed, seriously romantic and
steamy-good-fun military romantic suspense. Each book can be read as a
standalone. No cliffhangers or cheating and a guaranteed happily-ever-after
ending!

H.O.T. Publishing, LLC
She doesn’t know who she is… or why someone’s trying to kill her. When
hardened mercenary Jared Fraser finds a woman bleeding in the snow
outside his remote cabin, he takes her in and patches her up,
intending to get her back to her life and out of his as quickly as
possible. But Liberty King is a special case. She shows signs of
recent abuse, and she can’t remember who she is - the only hint is a
necklace with a name engraved on it. When three men track her down
with hunting dogs, Jared will do whatever it takes to protect her.
Then he’ll move mountains to find out what’s locked away inside her
head. What he won’t do is fall for her, no matter how much her
innocent eyes and sweet smile make him want more. But when a new
danger strikes, Jared realizes that some choices were never his to
make… She needs a knight in shining armor. He is one. Topics: Military
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romance, Navy SEAL romance, romantic suspense, alpha male romance,
action romance, romance suspense, protector romance, bodyguard
romance, stranded together, tortured hero, woman in peril,
contemporary romance, rescue, kidnapping, hot romance, romance series,
action romance, HEA, new york times romance series, emotional journey,
protector, bodyguard, protecting, securing, strong heroine, stranded
together, on the run, mercenaries, drama, action and adventure, Delta
Force, Air Force, long series, long romance, standalone romance,
sassy, loyalty, thriller, romantic, family

Hot Protector H.O.T. Publishing, LLC
Twenty years ago, badass military commander John “Viper” Mendez
lost the love of his life. But fate brought them back together
when he discovered she was still alive. Now they live a happily
married life - and Kat’s pregnant. As Christmas approaches,
they’re more in love than ever and looking forward to welcoming
their new baby. But old secrets begin to resurface and old
enemies might be coming back to haunt them. The only way to know
is to hire rogue mercenary Ian Black to do some dirty work while
Mendez stays close to his wife and keeps her safe - and keeps the
investigation a secret from her. Christmas is a time of miracles.
A season of snowy promises and gifts from the heart. When the
holiday lights twinkle brightest, Mendez will either go on the
offensive to save his family - or discover a truth that’ll change
their lives forever. **Start reading the Hostile Operations Team
Series today and enjoy an action-packed, seriously romantic and
steamy-good-fun military romantic suspense. Each book can be read
as a standalone. No cliffhangers or cheating and a guaranteed
happily-ever-after ending! KEYWORDS: Christmas, holiday romance,
Navy SEAL, secret baby, romantic suspense, Military romance,
romantic suspense, alpha hero, action romance, romance suspense,
protector romance, redemption, forbidden love, disguise,
pregnancy, reunion, tortured hero, tortured heroine, secrets,
special ops romance
A Game with One Winner H.O.T. Publishing, LLC
Is she a traitor? Or is she the victim? Victoria Royal will do anything to
save her sister - including let the Army believe she’s a traitor. Once a
promising military sniper, she’s now a disgraced mercenary. But the
sacrifice will be worth it when she finds her baby sister, who went missing
over two years ago. She’s getting closer to the truth - until someone
orders a hit on her life. When Special Ops soldier Nick “Brandy” Brandon is
tasked with bringing Victoria in, he doesn’t expect he’ll have to work side
by side with her. If he wants to infiltrate the rogue organization she
works for, and find out who’s calling the shots, that’s the mission. Even
if he doesn’t trust that she won’t blow his cover. Nick has wanted the
smart-mouthed redhead since they were in sniper school together, but he
can’t let himself be distracted. Do the job, get out alive. But once all
hell breaks loose and they’re running for their lives, he’ll have to decide
if Victoria is really a traitor - or if she’s the victim… **Start reading
the Hostile Operations Team Series - Strike Team 1 today and enjoy an
action-packed, seriously romantic and steamy-good-fun military romantic
suspense. Each book can be read as a standalone. No cliffhangers or
cheating and a guaranteed happily-ever-after ending! KEYWORDS: Military
romance, Navy SEAL romance, romantic suspense, alpha male romance, action
romance, romance suspense, reunion romance, protector romance, enemies to
lovers, on the road, redemption, revenge, tortured heroine, virgin heroine

THE DEVIL'S HEART H.O.T. Publishing, LLC
One fateful day a devilishly handsome man crashes into Isabella’s
life, claiming to be her husband. An accident a couple years
earlier left her memories more than a little fuzzy, but she
refuses to believe she could have forgotten the fact that she was
married. As if suddenly becoming this overbearing man’s wife
wasn’t enough to throw the independent Isabella for a loop, she
soon discovers that he’s the future king of the desert kingdom of
Jahfar…and about to marry another woman! One final, earth-
shattering revelation leads Isabella to accompany this man back
to Jahfar. But what’s waiting there for her? And why does her
husband seem so disgusted with her existence?
Project Hail Mary H.O.T. Publishing, LLC
Two glittering royal houses and one majestic seduction! Prince
Cristiano di Savaré hunts his prey by ruthless means. Tonight's
pickings... Antonella Romanelli, crown princess of a rival country and
part of a dynasty he has every reason to despise Antonella is rocked
by Cristiano's unexpected magnetism. But there's ice in his wolfish
smile. Antonella is far from the promiscuous, spoiled socialite he
believes her to be, but Cristiano is here to persuade her into
compliance. If bedding her is what it takes, then it will make his
mission all the more pleasurable
HOT Mess H.O.T. Publishing, LLC
Navy SEAL Adam “Blade” Garrison’s assignment to infiltrate a tech
billionaire’s criminal operations just got complicated. His cover:
bodyguard for the man’s wife. His problem: Blade knows Quinn Halliday
far too well. A sophisticated version of the chubby, shy girl Blade
once knew, Quinn brings out all his protective instincts—as well as a
few carnal ones that surprise him. Quinn’s pride in having improved
herself has turned bitter. She’s trapped in a relationship with a
brutal man who views her as nothing more than a possession. Blade’s
unexpected arrival makes her hope for more than a barren existence in
a gilded prison. Until tragedy strikes, and Quinn realizes she’s next
on the hit list. Blade will do anything to shield Quinn from danger
and keep her safe. But as they draw closer, an enemy works to flush
them out. If he succeeds, he’ll put an end to Blade and Quinn’s
budding happiness. Unless Blade and his SEAL Team strike first…
**Stand Alone, No Cliffhangers, No Cheating, Happily Ever After
Guaranteed!**
Hot SEAL (HOT SEAL Team - Book 1) HarperCollins Australia
"When fire and ice collide, you get steam..." Grace Campbell leads a

privileged life. The daughter of a United States senator, she moves
within the social circles of the rich and famous. But Grace is also a
scientist, and when someone learns she possesses the knowledge
necessary to create a new super virus capable of destroying entire
nations, she becomes a target for terror groups and foreign
governments alike. Garrett "Iceman" Spencer didn't join the Army's
elite Hostile Operations Team to babysit a spoiled rich girl, but when
his superiors insist on assigning him to a senator's daughter as her
security detail, he has no choice but to comply. It's a shock to find
that beneath the glasses and serious scowl, Grace Campbell burns hot.
And Garrett, who's been burned before, suddenly wants to immerse
himself in the flames. Keeping Grace alive-and keeping his hands off
her-is a full-time job for this HOT soldier. Failure is not an
option... The Hostile Operations Team is back in this thrilling new
novel of suspense by a USA Today bestselling author! THE HOSTILE
OPERATIONS TEAM SERIES: Book 1: Hot Pursuit (Matt & Evie) Book 2: Hot
Mess (Sam & Georgie) Book 3: Hot Package (Billy & Olivia) Book 4:
Dangerously Hot (Kev & Lucky) Book 5: Hot Shot (Jack & Gina) Book 6:
Hot Rebel (Nick & Victoria) Book 7: Hot Ice (Garrett & Grace) Book 8:
Hot & Bothered (Ryan & Emily) Coming Spring 2015 Reviews: ..".one of
those must read black ops series that is as good as Maya Banks & Cindy
Gerard!" -- "Just Plain Sassy" "Seriously is there a hotter series out
there in this genre? Because if there is, I don't know about it. I
have loved these books from book 1 and they are only getting better
and better not to mention hotter!!!" -- "Goodreads" Want to chat about
the HOT guys? Join Lynn's Facebook Readers and Fans Group at
on.fb.me/1cyN8Xt (copy and paste into your browser).

HOT Starter Set - Strike Team 1: Limited Edition H.O.T.
Publishing, LLC
Sometimes the forbidden is impossible to resist... Special Ops
soldier Chase "Fiddler" Daniels is just back from a dangerous
mission overseas. He needs sleep and sex-and not necessarily in
that order. When Sophie Nash arrives on his doorstep, he doesn't
recognize the stepsister he hasn't seen in ten years. And when
she spins a tale involving a Russian billionaire and secret
files, he doesn't believe her. Until someone firebombs his
apartment with them inside... Now they're on the run, and grown-
up Sophie is more compelling than he ever thought possible. But
she's off-limits, and Chase won't cross that boundary-or will he?
Sophie Nash only wants life to return to normal. Get the files
she mailed to Paris and find out what's in them. Stop Grigori
Androv from hurting anyone else. Live and let live. Except the
stakes are high in this game of cat and mouse, and there's no
assurance she's going to come out on top. Maybe that's why she
can't quite resist Chase's alpha magnetism. Or why she finds
herself falling for her very hot, very lethal-very forbidden-
protector... "Lynn's Hostile Operations Team is one of those
series that just addictingly good. It doesn't matter how many
books she'll write for it because I know I'll read every single
one. Every. Single. One. They're that good. It's the perfect
combination of sizzling romance with heartpounding suspense. It's
action packed and sexy. It's everything I love about romantic
suspense and I can't recommend this series enough!" - Dirty Girl
Romance THE HOSTILE OPERATIONS TEAM SERIES: Book 1: Hot Pursuit
(Matt & Evie) Book 2: Hot Mess (Sam & Georgie) Book 3: Hot
Package (Billy & Olivia) Book 4: Dangerously Hot (Kev & Lucky)
Book 5: Hot Shot (Jack & Gina) Book 6: Hot Rebel (Nick &
Victoria) Book 7: Hot Ice (Garrett & Grace) Book 8: Hot &
Bothered (Ryan & Emily) Book 9: Hot SEAL (Dane & Ivy) Book 10:
Hot Protector (Chase & Sophie) Coming January 2016 Reviews:
..".one of those must read black ops series that is as good as
Maya Banks & Cindy Gerard!" -- Just Plain Sassy "Seriously is
there a hotter series out there in this genre? Because if there
is, I don't know about it. I have loved these books from book 1
and they are only getting better and better not to mention
hotter!!!" -- Goodreads Want to chat about the HOT guys? Join
Lynn's Facebook Readers and Fans Group at on.fb.me/1cyN8Xt (copy
and paste into your browser). To sign up for Lynn's
newsletter--where you'll be kept up to date about all of Lynn's
books--text the word HOTTIES to 33733 or copy and paste this link
into your browser: http: //bit.ly/LRHNews"
HOT Ice H.O.T. Publishing, LLC
He’ll slay dragons to be with her. Even if the fiercest dragon is his
own. Sophie Nash is on the run from a ruthless mob boss - and there’s
only one man who can help. If he doesn’t slam the door in her face…
Chase “Fiddler” Daniels doesn’t recognize the beautiful woman on his
doorstep - until he realizes she’s the stepsister he hasn’t seen since
she was a kid. He resented her for being the child his narcissistic
father claimed while denying him, but that’s in the past. Yet when she
spins a tale involving a Russian billionaire and secret files, he
doesn’t believe her. Until someone firebombs his apartment with them
inside… Now they’re on the run, and Chase will need all his special
ops skills to keep Sophie alive. He’ll also need all his willpower to
keep his hands off the woman she’s become - a woman who tempts him
with longing eyes that speak volumes. It’s a line he shouldn’t cross.
No matter how much he wants to. But when danger strikes, Chase
realizes the truth. He’ll slay dragons to be with her. Even if the
fiercest dragon is his own… **Start reading the Hostile Operations
Team Series - Strike Team 1 today and enjoy an action-packed,
seriously romantic and steamy-good-fun military romantic suspense.
Each book can be read as a standalone. No cliffhangers or cheating and
a guaranteed happily-ever-after ending! KEYWORDS: Military romance,
Navy SEAL romance, romantic suspense, alpha hero, action romance,
romance suspense, protector romance, on the road, redemption, fish out
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of water, disguise, opposites attract, big beautiful woman, BBW, woman
in peril, bodyguard, cabin romance, stepsister, stepbrother, Army
romance, special forces romance, special operations romance
HOT SEAL Devotion (HOT SEAL Team - Book 8) Harlequin
She’ll ask him to marry her. And pray he says yes… Kayla wants a daddy
for her little girl. Navy SEAL Zack is perfect for the job. Kayla’s
made wrong choices before, but she knows this one is right. Zack’s a
strong, honorable man who will keep her baby safe. Zack’s been twisted
up inside from the moment he laid eyes on Kayla. It’s been months, and
he still can’t untangle his feelings. Especially after the single
night they shared. A night that took their relationship out of the
friend zone and put it firmly into the hot zone. When Kayla proposes a
marriage of convenience, Zack won’t agree to a name-only arrangement.
If he’s going to marry Kayla, and be a dad to little Ana, then it’s
all or nothing. But when Kayla’s past returns, threatening the life
they’re building, Zack will sacrifice everything to protect his new
family from harm…
HOT Storm H.O.T. Publishing, LLC
Kevin MacDonald’s been in love with linguist Lucky San Ramos since the
moment he first saw her. Kev let the better man have her when his
teammate fell for her too. But now Marco’s dead, and Lucky’s in grave
danger. When Kev is tasked with bringing her back to HOT HQ for an
explosive mission to capture a terrorist, Lucky fights him at every
step. It’s not easy being forced to work with the man she once loved
while also battling her deep guilt over marrying the one she didn’t.
As the mission grows more dangerous, secrets from the past get harder
to keep. And when the truth’s finally exposed, their love will either
rise from the ashes - or burn completely away. If they can survive an
enemy’s deadly plan… **Start reading the Hostile Operations Team
Series - Strike Team 1 today and enjoy an action-packed, seriously
romantic and steamy-good-fun military romantic suspense. Each book can
be read as a standalone. No cliffhangers or cheating and a guaranteed
happily-ever-after ending! Keywords: Military romance, Navy SEAL
romance, romantic suspense, alpha male romance, action romance,
romance suspense, reunion romance, best friends wife, forbidden love,
protector romance, bodyguard romance, fake relationship, undercover,
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